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EXPLORATION UPDATE
GOLD RICH SKARNS DISCOVERED AT TAGPURA NORTH

ASX ANNOUNCEMENT

8 January 2013

Highlights


Two of four planned holes now drilled at Tagpura North confirm the presence of gold
rich skarns



Hole NCPDH00002 returns 12.20m @ 2.19g/t Au, 3.56 g/t Ag and 0.33% Cu from 19.00m
including 4.00m @ 4.62g/t Au, 4.30g/t Ag and 0.57% Cu from 26.00m



Hole NCPDH00001 returns 6.30m @ 2.06 g/t from surface, including 2.20m @ 4.09g/t Au
from 1.80m



Stockwork zone intercepted in NCPDH00001 with associated copper porphyry style
mineralisation best intercept of 35.00m @ 0.46% Cu from 69.00m

Mining Group Limited (ASX: MNE) is pleased to announce the drill results from the initial two
holes drilled at the Tagpura North target at its Comval Project in the Philippines (Comval).
A further two holes are planned to be drilled at Tagpura North and an initial four holes at
Taub based on the company’s current work programme.
Mining Group Managing Director Mr. Zeff Reeves, said: "These results are very exciting as
this is the first time such gold rich skarn mineralisation has been drilled at Comval.”
"The drill intercepts received from the first two holes we have drilled confirm that significant
gold mineralisation is hosted within the magnetite skarns at Tagpura North. The size of the
magnetic anomalies we have identified are similar to that of the Tagpura East orebody so
that gives us an idea of the potential size of the mineralised zone."
"The topography at Tagpura North is quite challenging and given the results from hole
NCPDH00001 we will look to target a hole below that intercept to better hit the mineralised
zone".
“Hole NCPDH00002 was stopped short due to the impact of Typhoon Bopha in December
so we intend on re-entering that hole to complete it, targeting two additional and
significant magnetic anomalies. We also plan to continue drilling along strike to extend the
mineralised zone," added Mr Reeves.
Mining Group has now completed two diamond drill holes at Tagpura North targeting
gold mineralisation identified by channel sampling and magnetic anomalies modelled
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from ground magnetic surveying recently completed (Figure 2). Hole details and
significant intercepts are presented in Table 1.
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From

To

Interval

Cu%

Au
g/t

Ag g/t

NCPDH00001

846521.53

828112.24

930

159.00

100

-60

0.00

6.30

6.30

0.10%

2.06

1.67

NCPDH00001

846521.53

828112.24

930

159.00

100

-60

1.80

4.00

2.20

0.14%

4.09

1.93

including

NCPDH00001

846521.53

828112.24

930

159.00

100

-60

69.00

104.00

35.00

0.46%

0.07

0.07

porphyry intercept

NCPDH00002

846510.38

828287.6

960

54.10

100

-60

19.00

31.20

12.20

0.33%

2.20

3.58

NCPDH00002

846510.38

828287.6

960

54.10

100

-60

26.00

30.00

4.00

0.56%

4.62

4.30
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Drill hole NCPDH00001 was designed to test down dip of the mapped and sampled gold
bearing stockwork zone from channel TCPCHRD2A2 (ASX announcement 26th October
2012). The near surface gold intercept returned by this hole was consistent with a
stockwork style of mineralisation. NCPDH00001 also intercepted a broader zone of highly
fractured volcanic hosted copper mineralisation possibly related to a deeper porphyry
intrusive which has been interpreted from historical ground induced polarisation data
(Figure 3).
Drill hole NCPDH00002 was designed to test three modelled magnetic bodies identified
from recently completed high resolution ground magnetics (Figure 2). The hole
intercepted a sequence of volcanic and carbonate sedimentary rocks which have been
altered to magnetite and sulphide minerals. Gold is directly associated with the magnetite
skarns.
Hole NCPDH00002 intercepted the first of three modelled magnetic bodies and is
incomplete due to the influence of Typhoon Bopha in December. Tracks and access to
the drill site are being re-established and it is anticipated the hole will be completed
during January or February 2013.
Drilling is due to commence at the newly discovered Taub prospect by mid January.
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Figure 1 - Location plan of Tagpura North Drill holes on ground magnetics analytical signal
image. Dashed yellow lines outline interpreted magnetite skarns identified from
magnetics.
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Figure 2 - Plan view of Tagpura North drill hole locations on analytical signal magnetic image displaying highly magnetic skarn
anomalies
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Figure 3 - Schematic section of drill hole NCPDH00001 showing location of mineralised
intercepts

All drill holes have been drilled with PQ and HQ size core, geologically logged and half
core samples were sent to Macphar Laboratories, Manila for analysis. Au was assayed
using fire assay and an atomic absorption finish and Cu, Ag and Mo were assayed using a
four acid digest and an ICPOES finish. Standard reference material check samples were
submitted every 20 samples and a blank check submitted every 50 samples for QA/QC
purposes.
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For further information please contact:
Zeffron Reeves
Managing Director
zreeves@mininggroup.net.au
P: + 61 8 9322 6424
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Carrie Parsons
LastSay Communications
carrie@lastsay.net.au
P: +61-433 472 947

Investors
Ronn Bechler
Market Eye
ronn.bechler@marketeye.com.au
P: +61-400 009 774

About Mining Group Limited
Mining Group Limited (ASX: MNE) is an ASX listed, Australian based exploration company established to
explore, evaluate and acquire commercially significant resource projects in Australia and overseas.
Mining Group seeks to develop the Comval Copper Gold Project in the Philippines along with exploring the
prospective Western Australian based Boorara, Teutonic and Lake Christopher Projects.
Mining Group has a strong Board and management team with considerable technical, commercial and
corporate experience in the resources sector.
For more information visit the Mining Group website at www.mininggroup.net.au

The information in this report that relates to Exploration Results is based on information compiled by Mr Zeffron
Reeves (B App Sc (Hons) (Applied Geology) MBA, MAIG), an employee of the Company. Mr Reeves has
sufficient experience that is relevant to the style of mineralisation and type of deposit under consideration and
to the activity which he is undertaking to qualify as a Competent Person as defined in the 2004 Edition of the
Australasian Code for Reporting of Exploration Results, Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves. Mr Reeves
consents to the inclusion in this report of the matters based on this information in the form and context in which
it appears.
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Comval Copper Gold Project - Prospect locations and geology
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